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ABSTRACT

In high precision and large-scale coordinate measurement, one commonly used ap-

proach to determine the coordinate of a target point is utilizing the spatial trigono-

metric relationships between multiple laser transmitter stations and the target point. A

light receiving device at target point is the key element in large-scale coordinate

measurement systems. To ensure high-resolution and highly-sensitive spatial coordi-

nate measurement, a high-performance and miniaturized omnidirectional single-point

†E-mail: yanglei@tju.edu.cn
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photodetector (OSPD) is greatly desired. Here we report one design of OSPD us-

ing aspheric lens, which achieves enhanced reception angle of −5o to 45o in vertical

and 360o in horizontal. As the heart of our OSPD, the aspheric lens is designed

in geometric model and optimized by LightTools Software, which enables to reflect

wide-angle incident light beam into the single-point photodiode. The performance

of home-made OSPD is characterized with working distances from 1 m to 13 m and

further analyzed utilizing developed geometric model. The experimental and ana-

lytic results verify that our new device is highly suitable for large-scale coordinate

metrology. The developed device also holds great potential in various applications

such as omnidirectional vision sensor, indoor global positioning system and optical

wireless communication systems.

Keywords: Omnidirectional single-point photodetector, aspheric lens, large-scale co-

ordinate metrology

1. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional coordinate metrology within large-scale volume is a popular and

extensive topic today, which offers great support to equipment manufacturing indus-

try and precision engineering.1,2 With rapidly developing of pillar industry, such as

aviation, shipbuilding, iron and transportation, the demand for higher performance
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large-scale spatial coordinate measuring technology has become paramount. Mea-

suring with multi-station and multi-point, automatically identifying target points

and building global network are the central and existing techniques for large-scale

coordinate metrology, which are always based upon the principle of laser scanning

trigonometric measurement system and especially useful for calculating spatial loca-

tions.3,4

In normal laser scanning trigonometric measurement arrangement (see Fig. 1),

multiple transmitter stations are employed to emit the laser planes with 360o scan-

ning angle in horizontal and wide angle in vertical. The three-dimension coordinate

of scanned target point is normally converted by scanning angles and positions of

transmitter stations.4–6 A scanning angle of target point relative to one transmitting

station is obtained by recording the exact time when laser plane rotates from fixed

original position to the target point.6 In detail, this transmitting station emits an-

other pulsed light as the synchronous signal when it starts scanning, and the laser

plane received by photodetector is regarded as the stop signal. The scanning angle

can be calculated by the time difference between start and stop signal and rotating

speed. Therefore, small-sized omnidirectional detector, being placed at the location

of target point, is extremely desirable for measurement system, which has the avail-
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ability of receiving laser beams with 360o in horizontal and wide angle in vertical

from multi-station simultaneously.

There are several approaches to build a compact omnidirectional detector. Ap-

parently, the most straightforward way is to make the active area of the photodiode

into a spherical shape, which can provide 360o field of view (FOV) both in horizontal

and vertical plane. Unfortunately, a spherical photodiode suffers from low working

speed (normally less than 1 MHz) and low sensitivity (–36.45 dBm) due to the en-

larged active area and massive dark current.7–10 The reported small-sized spherical

photodiode with 100 mm diameter is not beneficial for enhancing the positioning

accuracy in spatial metrology,7 which should be further reduced the volume but will

bring difficulties in manufacture. On the other hand, the fisheye lens having short

focus and wide field of view (90o ∼ 180o) is an alternative approach to design an

omnidirectional detector with normal flat photodiode.11,12 Distinct advantages for

fisheye photodiode include fast detection (several MHz) and high sensitivity (∼ –50

dBm).11,13 However, severe optical field distortion and complex structure limit it-

s application in precision positioning.11–14 As a consequence, highly efficient light

collection design is a real demand to facilitate the widespread utilities of large-scale

coordinate measurement.
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Figure 1. Principle of large-scale spatial coordinate measurement based on opto-electronic scanning. TS,
transmitter station.

Panoramic camera,15,16 mainly consisting of a classical camera and a convex mir-

ror, covers a large field of view and sees in all directions, which brings some enlight-

enment to address this challenge. In this paper, we report a design of OSPD using

specially designed and optimized aspheric lens. We experimentally demonstrate suc-

cessful detection of vertical −5o to 45o and horizontal 360o incident laser beams. The

work speed and detection sensitivity of OSPD could achieve 25 MHz and -58 dBm,

respectively. The package size of 49 mm diameter and 95 mm height and photodiode

with 8.26 mm diameter and 4.07 mm height satisfy the requirement of large-scale

spatial coordinate measurement system. The remainder of this paper is structured as

follows. The 2D geometric model of OSPD and its operation principle of focusing in-

cident light with wide angle into a single-point detector are described particularly in
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Sec. II. Optimization of aspheric surface design is also investigated using LightTools

Software. The utility of designed OSPD is verified in Sec. III, where the machined

OSPD is presented and its performance in wide-angle light detection with different

working distances is tested. A detailed theoretical analysis that predicts the results

of OSPD has been developed and its accordance with experimental data illustrates

the feasibility of proposed method. Finally, we summarize our findings and discuss

implications and future directions for this work.

2. PRINCIPLE

Figure 2. Geometric model of OSPD, composed of a convex lens and a photodiode, in the coordinate system.
Point O, V, F denote the origin, vertex and focus point, respectively. p, q, n are the unit vectors of incident
ray, reflected ray and normal of the surface.

Sec. 2 mainly presents the fundamental principle to design the OSPD in geometric
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model15,16 and specially optimize this device in LightTools Software. Assuming the

scanning laser beam is a ideal plane in Y-Z coordinate system, the 2D geometrical

model of the OSPD is established in Y Z plane, which consists of an unknown surface

with rotationally symmetrical structure and a photodiode mounted on the receiving

plane (Z = 0) (see Fig. 2). The incident ray, which passes the focus point F of

lens, is reflected by the surface and then goes through the true image point O. The

photodiode is located at the image point, which is defined as the origin of Y − Z

coordinate system (0, 0). The incident point on surface M, focus point F and vertex

V are represented by (y, z(y)), (0, t) and (0, k), respectively, where z(y) is the

function of unknown surface. The incident angle and reflected angle of the scanning

ray are defined as α and β, respectively. Moreover, n is the normal of surface and

z′(y) is the slope of tangent line passing point M.

The unit vector of incident ray p and reflected ray q can be respectively written

as

p =

[
y√

y2 + (t− z(y))2
,

t− z(y)√
y2 + (t− z(y))2

]
(1)

q =

[
y√

y2 + z(y)2
,

z(y)

y2 + z(y)2

]
(2)
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Meanwhile, the unit normal vector n of surface takes the form

n =

[
z′(y)√

1 + z′(y)2
, − 1√

1 + z′(y)2

]
(3)

According to the vector theory, the incident angle α and reflected angle β satisfy

cosα = p · n and cos β = q · n, respectively. In Snell’s Law, sinα = sin β, therefore

cos2 α = cos2 β (4)

Substituting Eq. (1)-(3), Eq. (4) becomes

(
yz′(y) + z(y)− t√

(y2 + (t− z(y))2)(1 + z′(y)2)

)2

=

(
yz′(y)− z(y)√

(y2 + z(y)2)(1 + z′(y)2)

)2

(5)

After simplifying

y2(y− t)2z′(y)2−2(2yz(y)3−3tyz(y)2+(2y3+ t2y)z(y)+y3)z′(y)+2tz(y)− t2y2 = 0

(6)

which is a first-order nonlinear differential equation with boundary condition z(0) =
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k and z′(0) = 0. One particular solution of Eq. (6) is found to be

z(y) =
1

2
(t− 2k)

(
1−

√
1− y2

k(k − t)

)
(7)

Multiplying
1+

√
1− y2

k(k−t)

1+

√
1− y2

k(k−t)

by the first item of Eq. (7), the function z(y) can also be

expressed in the standard form of quadric surface, which is given by

z(y) =
Cy2

1 +
√

1− (1 +K)C2y2
(8)

where K = −( t
t−2k

)2 is the conic constant and C = 2k−t
2k(t−k)

is the curvature of the

surface.

Based on theoretical model above, the model of OSPD with a convex lens having

quadric surface is established in the Software of LightTools 7.1, as shown in Fig. 3 (a).

Taking into account the demand of laser plane scanning in large-scale measurement

system, an OSPD is required to response the light beam with vertical −5o to 45o

view. The light spot, known as the true image point, on the photodiode is particularly

investigated when the the incident angle θ ranges from −5o to 45o. With the purpose

of eliminating the effect induced by the shell of OSPD, which slightly changes the

optical path of incident light, high-order items are also introduced into the function
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of z(y). Guaranteeing all the light spots simultaneously reaching the minimum sizes

through adjusting the constants of K, C and high-order coefficients (see Fig. 3 (b)),

the function of optimized surface can be expressed as

z(y) =
y2

10.108(1 +
√

1− (1− 5.0034)y2/10.1082)
+1.8885×10−6y4+4.7079×10−9y6−9.956×10−12y8

(9)

As a consequence, the assumed unknown surface is identified as an aspheric surface

with rotationally symmetric structure. According to C = 1/10.108 mm and K =

−5.0034, the key parameters defined in geometric model of OSPD are k = 8.1725 mm

and t = 11.2953 mm.

Figure 3. Model of OSPD established in LightTools Software and its simulation results. (a) The ray-tracing
model of OSPD when the angle of incident light θ ranges from −5o to 45o. The incident angle θ difference
between adjacent light ray is 5o. (b) Spot pattern of light incoming the photodiode. The graphs (I) to (XI)
originates from light with −5o to 45o incident angle, when the difference of θ between two adjacent graphs
is 5o. The legend representing the irradiation illumination of incident light with unit of W/mm2.
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Figure 4. A photograph of assembled OSPD marked by outline dimension, consisting of a coated optical
aspheric lens and a high-performance photodiode (First Sensor, PC5-6-TO5). The diameter of active area
on photodiode is 2.52 mm.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The photograph of assembled OSPD, consisting of a coated aspheric lens and a pho-

todiode, is shown in Fig. 4. The machined optical aspheric lens, with shape function

of Eq. (9), has rotationally symmetric structure and diameter S is 38 mm. The com-

mercial photodiode (First sensor, PC5-6-TO5) with 5 mm2 active area (D = 2.52

mm) and 900 nm peak response wavelength is mounted on the receiving plane while

the OSPD is packaged in the glass shell. The distance between aspheric lens and

photodiode is chosen at 26 mm, which is the observed highest efficiency position for
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photodiode.

In order to characterize the home-made OSPD, experimental arrangement com-

posed of transmitter station (TS), oscilloscope (OSP) and amplifier (AMP) is illus-

trated schematically in Fig. 5(a). Stable optical plane beam, outputting from TS,

is generated by mounting a pulsed laser device (OSRAM, SPLLL90) on tum-table

operated by 360o rotating electric machinery. Plane-shaped pulsed laser beams with

nearly 180o emission angle in vertical, which is centered at 905 nm center wave-

length and has 20 nm bandwidth, are received by new-designed OSPD. In addition,

varying the relative angle θ between OSPD and TS, also standing for the vertical

incident angle of laser beam, is realized by operating the height H of OSPD using

adjustable bracket. Before inputting into oscilloscope, the peak photocurrent Id ex-

porting from OSPD is amplified by 20 dB when transimpedance amplifier OPA657

and operational amplifier LMH6624 integrated in AMP are used. A photography of

experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 6 detailly presents the results of testing OSPD, which is characterized by

amplified photocurrents I (I = 102Id) from photodiode when the experimental pa-

rameters are varied. The power distribution of laser plane Pa, defined as power in

unit interval (mw/mm), is also measured (see the inset of Fig. 6), which is tied closed
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Figure 5. (a) Block diagram for testing the performance of OSPD. The signals outputting from OSPD
are captured by oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS2012B), when the relative angle θ between TS and OSPD
(incident angle of laser beam) is varied by changing the relative working distance D and height H. (b) A
photograph of experimental setup in the lab. TS, transmitter station; Amp, amplifier; OSCP, Oscilloscope.

with distance D and insensitive to incident angle θ. Obviously, at same working dis-

tance, the photocurrents of OSPD with vertical angle θ from -5o to 45o maintain

high efficiency and almost keep consistency, otherwise, the photocurrents seriously

drop down over the designed range. We also find out that the properties of OSPD

in horizontal direction almost stay samely when it is revolved round the transmit-

ter station in 360o. Meanwhile, general applicable scope of OSPD in our metrology

system is ranging from 1 m to 10 m. When the working distance D between TS

and OSPD exceeds 10 m, the reason for reduction of photoncurrent is probably that

power density Pa severely decreases in the space. The above experiment verifies the

feasibility of our OSPD to be used in large-scale coordinate metrology system. In

addition, the glass shell slightly refracting the input light is non-ignorable, although
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the affection of shell having been considered in simulation and optimization (see.

Fig. 3(a)). Hollow shell for OSPD would be a better choice in future work.

Figure 6. The peak photocurrent I outputting from OSPD versus the vertical incident angle θ of transmit-
ter station when the relative working distance D varies. Two-stage amplification circuit is employed for
amplifying photocurrent by 20 dB before recording. The blue solid circle, red solid square, orange solid
diamond, green solid triangle, purple hollow circle, blue hollow square, red hollow triangle represent the D
are 1 m, 3 m, 5 m, 7 m, 10 m, 11 m and 13 m, respectively. The inset shows the measured average power
of laser plane in unit interval Pa when the distance D between laser power meter (Ophir, Nova II) and
transmitter station varies.

For clarity, the analysis on experimental arrangement will be presented in the fol-

lowing part. The geometrical model of experimental arrangement for testing OSPD

(Fig. 5(a)) is built up in Fig. 7(a). It is reasonable to assume that all the incident

rays are parallel to each other owing to the OSPD being approximately regarded as
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Figure 7. Detailed analysis on the experimental arrangement. (a) Geometrical model of OSPD with parallel
rays incoming. (b) The density map of γn versus the incident angle θ and coordinate y. (c) The distribution
of light spot on the Z = 0 versus the incident angle of OSPD θ. The red bar denotes active area of photodiode
on Z = 0, which is from -1.26 mm to 1.26 mm. The red hollow square and circle stand for the maximum
and minimum coordinate of light spot on Z = 0, respectively. (d) The effective area of incident light on the
aspheric surface, which accurately corresponds to the light spot in the active are of photodiode. Different
color lines denote different incident angles, which are shown in the legend in detail.
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a point in laser plane. The unit vector of incident rays pn (n = 1, 2, 3...) has the form

pn = [sin θ, cos θ] (10)

The unit vector of reflected rays qn (n = 1, 2, 3...) can be represented by

qn = [sin(−γn), cos(−γn)] (11)

where γn = θ − 2 arctan(z′(y)) is the included angle of reflected ray and Z = 0 line.

In addition, z′(y), standing for the first-order derivative of z(y), is deduced to be

z′(y) =
Cy√

1− (1 +K)(Cy)2
(12)

when the high-order items are omitted. Eq. (12) represents the slope of tangent

line passing point M (y, z(y)). Moreover, z′(y) belongs to the range (−1.75938, 0)

when y ∈ (-19 mm, 0). The density map of γn (θ, y) with parameters angle θ and

coordinate y is plotted in Fig. 7(b), which clearly depicts the propagating directions

of reflected rays.

Hence the incident point of laser beam B (y0, 0) in receiving plane, also considered
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as the intersection of incident ray and Z = 0 line, can be expressed as

(y +
z(y)

tan(γn)
, 0) (13)

Therefore, the exact values of y0, including the maximum value y0max and minimum

value y0min, can be calculated when the aspheric surface range in Y-axis is y ∈ (-

19 mm, 0), which clearly show the scope of light spot in receiving plane (Z = 0).

The light spots with range (y0min, y0max) in different incident angle θ are shown in

Fig. 7(c). In order to compare the size of light spot and active area of photodiode,

the project of photodiode in the Z = 0 direction with range (-1.26 mm, 1.26 mm) is

also plotted using red bar. It is quite obvious that only the reflected rays falling into

the active area of photodiode can be effectively converted to photocurrent. In view

of the active range of photodiode and geometrical relationship between M (y, z(y))

and B (y0, 0) (Eq. (13)), the effective incident regions (ymin, ymax) on the aspheric

surface are also calculated and plotted in Fig. 7(d).

According to the measured average power density of laser plane Pa, the theoretical

value of peak photocurrent Id can be calculated based on the design model and

analytic results shown in Fig. 7. Apparently, dh is a significant parameter to calculate

the total power of incident beam on the surface in the tiny range dy (shown in the
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Figure 8. The numerical simulation results when the distance D is fixed at 5 m. (a) The average power
of laser beam versus the incident angle θ. The blue solid circle represents the total power of incident
light collected by the entire aspheric surface Pi, corresponding to the primary axis. The red hollow square
represents the power of reflected ray collected by photodiode Pd, corresponding to the secondary axis. (b)
Photocurrent Id outputting from photodiode versus the incident angle θ. The red hollow triangle represents
the calculated photocurrent using the light power Pi and experimental parameters. The yellow hollow
diamond represents the obtained experimental data from Fig. 6 (yellow solid diamond) and relationship
Id = 10−2I.

marked part by pink dotted circle of Fig. 7(a)) , which can be represented by

dh =
1

cos arctan(z′(y))
sin(θ − arctan(z′(y)))dy (14)

Finally, the total power of incident laser beam collected by entire aspheric lens

can be performed in the following expression:

Pi =

∫ 0 mm

−19 mm

Pa

cos arctan(z′(y))
sin(θ − arctan(z′(y)))dy (15)

Taking into consideration of the incident angle π
2
−γn, the total light power falling
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into the active area of photodiode can be express as

Pd =

∫ ymin

ymax

Pa

cos arctan(z′(y))
sin(θ − arctan(z′(y))) cos2(

π

2
− γn)dy (16)

(ymin, ymax) is the effective incident region on the aspheric surface, which means

incident rays only in this special range could be detected by photodiode and converted

to effective electrical signal.

Taking D = 5 m as an example (Pa = 0.072 mW/mm), the relationships be-

tween Pi, Pd and incident angle θ are described in Fig. 8(a). In addition, on the

basis of the average power received by the detector Pd, responsivity of photodiode R

(0.64 A/W) and duty ratio of pulsed laser T (0.1%), the theoretical peak photocur-

rent Id = PdR/T can be calculated in different incident angle θ. The comparison

between calculated and experimental Id in various angle θ is shown in Fig. 8(b) while

the experimental data Id originated from the amplified photocurrent I (yellow solid

diamond in Fig. 6). It is clear that the varying trend of experimental and calculated

curves is almost same, although the value of experimental data is smaller than the

calculated value at every tested angle. The primary factor causing the difference

between two curves is that the laser scanning plane is not real ideal, which partial-

ly accords with the 2D geometrical model we developed. The distribution of laser
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plane in X-axis should also be considered, especially for circle-shaped photodiode

rather than square-shaped photodiode, which would be improved in appropriate 3D

geometrical model of OSPD in further research.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In conclusion, we have proposed and presented a miniaturized OSPD, being com-

posed of a coated aspheric lens and a commercial single-point photodiode with small

active area, that enables large-scale coordinate metrology. First of all, we derive the

surface equation of the aspheric lens using vector theory in the geometry of 2D mod-

el and LightTools Software. For proof of principle, characterizing the OSPD with

vertical −5o to 45o and horizontal 360o laser beam is experimentally demonstrated,

which offers the unique capabilities to receive laser beam from multiple stations in

entire space. Furthermore, the analytic and simulation results are also discussed,

and it is indicated that a better OSPD could be constructed by further optimizing

parameters when designed in developed 3D model.

The features of our device combined with spherical detector and omnidirectional

detector using fisheye lens are particularly described in Table 1. Considering the fun-

damental structure of presented device, the accuracy of spatial locating depends on

the size of photodiode instead of the apparent size of the detector when the relative
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position between photodiode and aspheric lens are precisely fixed. In addition, due

to the reason that all scanning beams were collected by the small-sized photodiode,

the detection speed of our device totally relies on the performance of photodiode,

which could achieve 25 MHz in spatial metrology. Compared to the conventional om-

nidirectional detectors, our device takes advantages of simple structure, fast response

and precisely locating (shown in Table 2).

Table 1. Characteristics of three typical omnidirectional photodetectors

Speed Sensitivity Acceptance angle Apparent size of detector

Spherical detectors7–10 ∼ kHz −36.45 dBm 360o Usually Large volume

Fisheye lenses11–13 ∼ MHz −50 dBm 90o−180o Depending on the fisheye lens

Our device 25 MHz −58 dBm 50o Small size

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of three typical omnidirectional photodetectors

Advantages Disadvantages

Spherical detectors7–10 360o FOV both in horizontal and vertical Low-speed, low-sensitivity

Fisheye lenses11–13 Large FOV, high-sensitivity Complex, severe distortion

Our device Simple, high-speed, high-sensitivity Limited FOV

What is more, our newly-developed design also provides the potential application

to a diverse range, for instance, omnidirectional vision sensor, indoor global posi-

tioning system and optical wireless communication. Some challenges remain before

the product of OSPD can be fully implemented, especially for further reducing the

volume and largely degrading the effect of existed glass shell. In addition to using
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it independently, combining two identical OSPDs together would extend the detect-

ing range to −45o ∼ 45o in vertical. We believe that the approach proposed in the

article will inspire the future large-scale metrology, and facilitates a wide range of

applications.
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Caption list

Fig. 1 Principle of large-scale spatial coordinate measurement based on opto-

electronic scanning. TS, transmitter station.

Fig. 2 Geometric model of OSPD, composed of a convex lens and a photodiode,

in the coordinate system. Point O, V, F denote the origin, vertex and focus point,

respectively. p, q, n are the unit vectors of incident ray, reflected ray and normal of

the surface.

Fig. 3 Model of OSPD established in LightTools Software and its simulation

results. (a) The ray-tracing model of OSPD when the angle of incident light θ ranges

from −5o to 45o. The incident angle θ difference between adjacent light ray is

5o. (b) Spot pattern of light incoming the photodiode. The graphs (I) to (XI) o-

riginates from light with −5o to 45o incident angle, when the difference of θ between

two adjacent graphs is 5o. The legend representing the irradiation illumination of

incident light with unit of W/mm2.

Fig. 4 A photograph of assembled OSPD marked by outline dimension, con-

sisting of a coated optical aspheric lens and a high-performance photodiode (First

Sensor, PC5-6-TO5). The diameter of active area on photodiode is 2.52 mm.
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Fig. 5 (a) Block diagram for testing the performance of OSPD. The signals

outputting from OSPD are captured by oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS2012B), when

the relative angle θ between TS and OSPD (incident angle of laser beam) is varied

by changing the relative working distance D and height H. (b) A photograph of

experimental setup in the lab. TS, transmitter station; Amp, amplifier; OSCP,

Oscilloscope.

Fig. 6 The peak photocurrent I outputting from OSPD versus the vertical

incident angle θ of transmitter station when the relative working distance D varies.

Two-stage amplification circuit is employed for amplifying photocurrent by 20 dB

before recording. The blue solid circle, red solid square, orange solid diamond, green

solid triangle, purple hollow circle, blue hollow square, red hollow triangle represent

the D are 1 m, 3 m, 5 m, 7 m, 10 m, 11 m and 13 m, respectively. The inset shows

the measured average power of laser plane in unit interval Pa when the distance D

between laser power meter (Ophir, Nova II) and transmitter station varies.

Fig. 7 Detailed analysis on the experimental arrangement. (a) Geometrical

model of OSPD with parallel rays incoming. (b) The density map of γn versus

the incident angle θ and coordinate y. (c) The distribution of light spot on the

Z = 0 versus the incident angle of OSPD θ. The red bar denotes active area of
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photodiode on Z = 0, which is from -1.26 mm to 1.26 mm. The red hollow square

and circle stand for the maximum and minimum coordinate of light spot on Z = 0,

respectively. (d) The effective area of incident light on the aspheric surface, which

accurately corresponds to the light spot in the active are of photodiode. Different

color lines denote different incident angles, which are shown in the legend in detail.

Fig. 8 The numerical simulation results when the distance D is fixed at 5 m.

(a) The average power of laser beam versus the incident angle θ. The blue solid circle

represents the total power of incident light collected by the entire aspheric surface

Pi, corresponding to the primary axis. The red hollow square represents the power

of reflected ray collected by photodiode Pd, corresponding to the secondary axis.

(b) Photocurrent Id outputting from photodiode versus the incident angle θ. The

red hollow triangle represents the calculated photocurrent using the light power Pi

and experimental parameters. The yellow hollow diamond represents the obtained

experimental data from Fig. 6 (yellow solid diamond) and relationship Id = 10−2I.
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